The UC Davis Transfer Admission Guarantee (TAG) is a written agreement ensuring your admission to UC Davis from any California community college, as long as you meet TAG requirements. Create your University of California Transfer Admission Planner (UC TAP) account, meet with your community college counselor about any of our 100+ majors and submit your TAG application in September, one year before you plan to enroll at UC Davis.

CREATE YOUR UC TAP TODAY
The UC TAP brings together all the tools needed to track your progress from a California community college to UC Davis. You can find links to admission requirements and transferable coursework, enter courses required for your major and update completed coursework. UC admission officers and your community college counselor can also provide information and support through your UC TAP account.

SUBMIT YOUR TAG APPLICATION IN SEPTEMBER
View UC Davis TAG requirements for your major, and add planned courses to your UC TAP. You and your community college counselor can review coursework in your UC TAP so that you’re ready to submit your TAG application in September. By November 15, we’ll let you know what’s required to lock in your admission.

COMPLETE YOUR UC APPLICATION BY NOVEMBER 30
Ready to submit your UC application? All of the academic information in your UC TAP can be imported into the UC application, allowing you to focus on your personal insight questions and scholarships!

Visit tag.ucdavis.edu to get started!